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)

LOSS OF RESIDOUAL HEAT RENOVAL (RNR) MHILE THE REACTOR COOLANT 
PARTIALLY FILLED (GENERIC LETTER 87-12)

SYSTEM (RCS) IS

-Enclosed is TVA's response to the subject generic letter for Sequoyah (SQN), 
Watts Bar (MBN). and Bellefonte (BLN) Nuclear Plants. This response provides 
a discussion on the operation, or planned operation, of these plants during a 
partially filled RCS condition. The discussion Is provided for information 
only and none of the information should be regarded as comeltments. Since the 
generic letter was addressed to PWRs only, it Is not applicable to Browns 
Ferry Nuclear Plant.  

Based on our review and the enclosed information, our operating license and 
construction permits should not be modified, suspended, or revoked.  

Please noie that a short extension to the 60-day response schedule was 
coordinated with the appropriate NRC Project Managers.  

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please telephone 
N. K. Brandon at (615) 751-8076.  
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ENCLOSURE 1 

SE~UOYAHR NUCLEAR PLANT - RESPONSE TO GENERIC LETTER 87-12, 
-OSS OF RESIDUAL HEAT RENOVAL (RHR) H ILE THE REACTOR 

C OOLANT SYSTE (RCS) IS PARTIALLY FILLED 

Item 1: 

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN) would be entered into and brought through a 
draindown process and operated with the RCS partially filled under the 
folloting circumstances and conditions.  

- During a refueling outage for reactor pressure vessel head removal 
- For modifications or maintenance to repair or replace valves, 

Instrumentation, or components on the reactor coolant system; the reactor 
pressure vessel; or the pressurizer vessel 

- To repair or replace a reactor coolant pump seal or impeller 
- To perform primary side steam generator work Including eddy current 

testing, tube heat treatment, primary side Inspection, and/or tube plugging 
- To retract and reinsert the bottom-mounted instrument thimble tubes which 

vill be necessary during a refueling outage 

Any of the above conditions would requtre the unit to enter a lower mode of 
operation In accordance with General Operating Instruction (GO)-5. "Normal 
Plant Operation," and GO-3, "Plant Shutdown From inltu Load to Cold 
Shutdown. 001-3 requires the RHR sytem be placeso n service using System 
Operating Instruction (SOI)-74.1, Residual Heat Remval System." and the 
dratndown process Is accompltshed through SO-68.1, "Reactor Coolant System." 
Surveillance Instruction (SI)-673, Reactor Coolant Syste Level Verification 
Sight Glass or Tygon Nose," is performed to ensure that the RCS level is 
maintained properly at the desired level for the work being performed.  

Interlocks that could cause a disturbance to the system are those associated 
with Flow Control Valve (FCV)-74-l and FCV-74-2 which tie the RHR system to 
the RCS. Basically, they are as follows.  

- If RNR system pressure exceeds 700 pstg at any time, FCV-74-1 and FCV-/4-2 
will close.  

- The valves (FCV-74-1 and FCV-74-2) cannot be opened unless RCS pressure is 
less than 380 psig.  

A. GD01- allows the units to be brought from 100 percent power at a maximum 
rate of five percentlmtnute. After a shutdown margin Is calculated in 
accordance with SI-38, "Shutdown Margin," the ACS Is cooled down In 
accordance with GOI-3C at the maximum (administratively controlled) rate 
of 50Fhour. Wen the reactor coolant temperature has been reduced 
below 350F and pressure Is less than 380 psig, the RNR systen Is placed 
In service In accordance with SOI-74.1A. When steam generator temperature 
reaches 290'F through 310F, GOI-3C requires the minimu of an 
eight-hour steam generator soak (this could be waived by the operations 
group manager in Coordination with the chemistry group supervisor). The average cooldown teperature at SON is approximately
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20' to 25F per hour. Th akes the cooldown to 140'F from 100 
percent power approxmately 28 - 30 hours (including an eight-hour minimum 
Ssteam generator soak). The actual draindown process takes place over 
approximately three shifts or 24 hours. The first shift sees the level 
fall and appear to settle out, but It takes about two more shifts for the 
steam generator tubes to drain since there is no means to vent them. The 
reactor vessel water level is now controlled at the level stipulated in 
SI-673 depending upon the work being performed.  

The total time from full power to a partially filled RCS condition 
averages approximately 52 to 54 hours. (Note: On unit I during the last 
shutdown, It took 56 hours to cool down from 547"F to 2001F, Including 
a 24-hour steam generator soak period.) 

S S. In accordance with Technical Specification 3.4.5, each steam generator 
shall be operable tn modes 1, 2, 3. and 4. The steam generator water 
level s maintained at approximately 33 percent during the cooldown 
process. Technical Specification 3.4.1.2 states that at least two reactor 
coolant loops (and associated steam generator) shall be operable with 
greater than or equal to 21 percent level in mode 3. Nhile in mode 4, the 
RCS loops (and steam generator) must have a 10 percent wide-range 
Indication of level to be considered operable in accordance with Technical 
Specification 3.4.1.3, and one or two RCS loops may have to be operable 
depending upon the operability status of the RHR loops. Nodes 5 and 6 do 
not require any steam generators to be operable. For modes 4 and 5 
operation, the RHR pumps my be deenerglzed for up to one hour provided 
(1) no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the reactor 
coolant system boron concentration; and (2) core outlet temperature is 
maintained at least 10*F below saturation temperature.  

C. All testing, operations, and aitntenance that are performed that might 
affect the nuclear steam supply system during an outage will be approved 
by the onshlft operations outage coordinator (senior reactor operator).  
unit supervisor (assistant shift engineer/sentor reactor operator), or the 
shift supervisor (shift engineer/senior reactor operator). One or more of 
these supervisors plus the test director will coordinate and monitor this 
type of activity during its performance. as well as the unit operator 
(reactor operator) on the affected unit.  

D. Restrictions regarding testing, operations, and maintenance that could 
perturb the nuclear steam supply system are contained In the specific 
Instruction for each activity. Plant testing, operations, and maintenance 
Instructions cover required conditions for the Instruction to be performed
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as welt as prerequisites and precautions for their performances. SIs, 
technical instructions (Tls), special maintenance nstructions (SNIs), 
maintnance instructions (Mis), special test instruction (STIs), 
instrument maintenance instructions (lMIs), Administrative Instruction 
(AD-19 (Part IV), "Plant Modificattons After Licensing." tests, and test 
for work requests (NRs) (unless specific exceptions are made by the 
Operations Group manager) are performed under AI-47. "Conduct of 
Testing. Under this procedure, each activity listed above has a test 
director specifically assigned to it who is responsible for its proper 
performance. A test awareness log is also maintained by the unit operator 
on the activities. It is Initiated prior to the tests being started.

E. The ability of the RCS to withstand pressurization, when the reactor 
vessel head and the steam generator manways are tn place twth the iCS n a 
partially filled condition, would be most limted by the CS level 
monitoring system that would be In service at this tim. The level sight 
glass could withstand approximately 160 ps.i and the tygon hose. if in 
service at the tim of an event, is rated at 49 psi with a 245 psi burst 
pressure; howver, a 3/8-inch flow restricting orifice in the CS level 
piping would limit the consequences of the sight glass breaking or a tygon 
tube rupture. The reactor pressure vessel head vent and the pressurizer 
manual vents also have a 3/-inch flow restrictor which would limit 
coolant losses if the vents wre not closed.  

F. Primary containment Integrity is only required to be maintained in modes 
1, 2. 3, and 4 at SQN as prescribed by technical specifications.  
Containment integrity is not required in modes S and 6 except in mode 6 
during core alterations or ovement of irradiated fuel within the 
contanment at which tim the provisions listed below are required.  

The Containment Building penetratlons shall be n the following status.  

(1) The equipment door closed and held in pace by a minimum of four 
bolts.  

(3) A matnim of one door in each air lock is closed.  

(3) Each penetration providing direct access from the containment 
rtmosphere to the outside atmosphere shall be either: 

a. closed by an Isolation valve, blind flange, or manual valve, 
or 

b. capable of being closed by an operable utomatic containment 
ventilation Isolation valve.



Also. during moe 6. all contanment penetrations providing direct access 
from the cotainment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere shall be closed 
within four hours if less than one RNR loop is in operation. The 
S exception to this is as follows: The RR loop my be removed frm 
operation for up to I hour for each 6-hour period during the performance 
of core alterations tn the vicinity of the reactor pressure vessel hot 
legs.  ·- ·li.: . " 

G. A period of 1 to 2.5 hours would be required to replace the equipent 
hatch should it becoa necessary. This estmate is based on established 
SON operating experience. The postlated worst-case considered was a 
reactor coolant pump (RCP) motor the hatch opening wen closure was 
necessary.  

I. The IS pressure boundary has no requiremnts pertinent to reestablishing 
Its Integrity tn nodes 5 and 6. The ti and process for Its 
reestablshment ould depend on the type of wor being doe on the system 
and could vary greatly depending upon the status of this mantenance.  

Item 2: 

The following Indications are available In the control room.  

I. RCS water level Indications by the use of a presently Installed level 
sight glass with remote aonitoring by the use of a closed circuit 
television system 

There are no annunciatd alarm associated with this system.  

2. CS rwter level Indications by the use of a tmporary tygon hose level 
gauge that is used as a backup system when No. I above Is tnoperable 

This system uses the sam television system utilized In No. I and 1so has 
no anunclated alarms associated with it.  

3. Reactor vessel level ndicating system (RVLIS) (will be operable by 
cycle 3 refueling outage for units I and 2 ia accordance with TVA's 
previous coitment to NAiG 0737) 

4. Plant process computer with digital display and trending capability for 
selected Instrumentation which can monitor ICS temperature and pressure 

Attachmet I s a partial list of permanent Instrumentation available to the 
operator which provies direct Indication of ACS pressure, teoperature, and 
level. It should be noted that soe of the indications listed In attachent I 
are provided In the ain control roeo whereas others are provided on local 
panels.  

The sight glass is put into service by the installation of a spool piece 
downstrea of ICS loop I drain valve 6SS-1. This spool pieco also provides a connectiol point for the tygon hose level gauge. This installation Is 
performed by the SOQ plant matstenaince organiztion. SI-473 is perfored to 
verify that CS level can be monitored from the Control Room by the television 
syste. The ACS level is verified and documented at lelst once evry 30 minutes t accordance with the St. If the itght glass tt In ue., the SI requires flushing of the sight glss ltevl nonitortig system once every week.
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A ormal Operating Instruction (AOW )14, "Loss of RIR Shutdown Cooling, is 
Sperformed on loss of m and it addresses the monitoring of RCS pressure and 
temperature for relanttation of mRu. If RR is lost because of a low ACS 
water level resulting In a loss of suction to the operating RR pumps, a 
containmnt entry Is required to put Into service the alternate level 
monitoring systee.  

ten 3: 

-The following pmps are used to control the nuclear steam supply inventory.  

. Oe positive displacement charging pur ' ,ot addressed In technical 
specifications and normally not opqrati ,. at SQ1) 

2. Two centrifugal charging pums (two required to accordance with technical 
specifications In nodes 1 , 2 and 3; one required to accordance with 
techntcal specification n node 4; and one pumpshall be operable to 

tmitaln the boratton system for reactivity control in nodes 5 and 6) 

3. TO safety iaection pumps (two retired In nodes 1 , 2, and 3 In 
accordance with technical specifcattons) 

4. Two residual hat removal pmps (to required In nodes 1, 2, and 3 tn 
accordance with technical specifications to required ad one In 
operation tn mode 4. but an operable reactor coolant loop aay be 
substituted; ode 5 requires to operable and one n operation (four 
filled rector coolant loops with at ast two stea generators leaving 
levels greater than or equal to 10 percent wide-range Idicattonal may be 
substituted for on Mi loop); iio mde 6, a stleast on RI loop shall be 
n operation In accordance with technlcal specifications, and In mode 6 

when the rvter level above the top ofthe reactor pressure vessel flange 
is less than 23 feet, t independent NRo loops shall be operable 

IteA 4: 

Prtmary contain t integrity Is only requtred to be maintaine dn i odes 1, 2.  
3. al 4 at SQ as prescribed by technical specifications. Containment 
integrity is not requtred in nodes 5 and 6. except in node 6 during core 
alteratlons or moveent of Irradiated fuel within the contaiment at which 
tim the provisions listed below are rqutred.  

The Containmnt 8uilding penetrations shall be In the following status.  

1. The equipent door shall be closed and held In place by a tanltu of four 
bolts.

2. A minmumo of on door tn each atr-lock is closed.
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3. Each poentration providing direct access from the contatment 
atmosphere to the outside atosphere shall be either: 

a. closed by an isolation valve, blind flange. or anual valve, or 

b. capabl of being close- by an operable automtic contalnent 
ventilation isolation valve.  

Ite 5: 

Procedures in the control rca of SQN, which describe operation while b ACS 
Is partially filled, are listed below.  

I. SOI-8.1C. "Draintg Ractor Coolant Systm" 

Ths SMO provides the conditions for operation, precautions, and the 
Instructions for draining the CS for vessel head removal and stoea 
generator aintenance. which would be a partially ftiled ACS condition or 
*half pipe level.  

2. S I-74. ". i pinT RM Pis NMith VeYsel Level Drained to Wot LMs 

This SOI provides tnstructios which prevent loss of suction to the RHR 
pus rtile changing to the oposite train with ICS level draitd to hot legs.  l..  

3. tofr olant sto Level Vrift iat UsIn Stht film M r 

The purpose of this SI is to visually vertfy the rector coolant system 
levl greate horth or eql to 635 fet 6 Inches to prevent the loss of 
suction pressure to runnit ng pus(s) and to documnt the IS wter 
level durtng filiag ad draining of the IS and during modes 5 and 6 
operatlon. The Appedit A section of this S provides instructions for 
flushing of the sight glass system n order to ensure that the sight glass 
does not get plugged up, thus causing a tnaccurate level Indlcation.  

4. A4!-14. "Loss Of Im Shtdowt Cool~te1 

This Instruction provides the syptos and subsequent operator actions In 
the event of a loss of MR shutdow cooling. The vents and situations 
that are covered by this AOI are listed below.  

A. UCV-74-1 or FCV-74-2 going closed 
1. An MS pum trip 
C. An IS system 'oak 

. Loss of coomonent cooling water to MIR 
EI Providing an alternate heat sink using steam enerators 
F. Providing an alternate heat sink using spent fel pool cooling 
G. Venting of M purD s after loss of suction because of low ICS water 

level when in odes 5 and 6



The analytic basis for the procedures developed is basically the .stingos 
geric specifications and instructions tiot wre available whee lnitial 
procedures were vittte. As operattng eurimce was gained t he lastry.  
ad the estinghouse Owmers Group emergency response guidelines were 
developed, procedures wre enhanced and revised to improve the BIR system 
operation at SQI.  

A copy of the four procedures listed in A, ,B C.,ar above are provided for 
informtion (see attachments 2 through 5).  

Procedures SI-484. Periodic Calibration of letai r Vessel It l 
Isstrmentation (RYLIS) and ICS Mide "asge Pressure Ckannels," and SI-6, 
"Imote Shutdous Noitortag Instrumnentatlon- Wesid•nl Nuet Nm al , 
Temperature Channel Calibratio," reference cautiotlns to prevy closre 
signals to the IM system suction valves FCV-74-1 aM FCV-74-.: 

Control of ffluents from contatmet, if contait nmt Is not Isolated at the 
tim of loss of SI, is controlled by the use of 401-31, "Amormal eeases of 
Radioactive NIterials." Under this nstruction, the unit operator uses tW 
plant public-address system to clear the Containment ad Auxiliary Building 
and to Instruct elayes In specific aras to proceed to a safe area. If the 
Asuiliary Building liolation has not automatically actuated, the uit operator 
cam Intiate tt and ensure both trains hav isolated. Tthe An xliary Iildlag 
Gas Treatmnt System then would trat any contatment or Auxiliary Iuildtng 
gas before It Is released. Observing Neath Physics consideratons, the 
equpment hatches, air-lock doors, and y breached area of contament could 
be restored by Nodifications. Oerations, andor Itantenance to reestablish 
contatment ntegrity. (Mote: This event considers the equipmnt hatch open, 
and thus, the ctatment would be physically tied to the Auxiliary lding 
Secondary Contalient.) 

The Nuclear Operator Training Progra seres to train student operators with 
little or no power plant experience to assm the duties of the position of 
Assistant Unit Operator (nonllceased equtpmnt operator). The MR lesson plan 
was revised to reinforce precautions concerning operations while the CS is 
drained early tn operator training.  

Reference to IC IE Information otice W6-101. *Loss of Decay Neat Reoval tue 
to Loss of Fluid Levels In the Reactor Coolant System." as added to lesson 
plan 0O17.033. "Residual Neat Ruoval System." This lesson pln provides 
the Initial training on the M system to student operators who will be 
assigned to TVA's pressurt ed water reactor (PM) plants. The following 
statment was added to this lesson plan: "Ouring tho draining process.  
caution must be observed to prevent losing NW suction. An Inaccurate sight 
glass reading or an increase In pup flow can cause vortexing of the IR 
section creating air binding In the punp."
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To prevent recurrnce of losses of M evts tbile the CS s partially 
dratned, S has revtsed procedures for both norm and abiorml m 
operations. The Operator Training Grou revised its esson plans to address 
these procedure revisions and ncluded a auer of relevant In- se and 
ldistry event reports to reinforce lessons learned frm these events to 
prevent recurrence.  

SLessen plan PLt27C023, "esidual Nat remval System, used tn the SOQ 
ttcrse Certificatito Progra, tcorporates SQ Licesem Event Reports (LEI) 

-20, "Loss of MR Sucton* La n -4f, *Loss of Iesidual eat Semoal During 
PMp Swapover, and IWO Sigitficant Operating Expertence iport (SO) 85-4, 
*Loss of tsidual Neat Nmoval Capabllty In PIs." These events wre 
Incrporated directly Into the lesson plan to prevnt rcurrence of loss of 
N events. Included also tf this lesson plan Is a reviw of System Operating 

Instruction (SOI) 74.1. "esidual Neat removal Syste," In which a camtton is 
given to the operator not to drain bele elevation 65 feet 6 ltches. This 
lesson plan is sed to train all a license candidates.  

Lesson plan OPL271C7. 'Loss of Shutdon Cooling," is a review of SQ 
Abnormal perating Instruction (010) 14. *Loss of Shutdon Cooling." This 
lesson plan Is part of the License Certification Progra. This procedure is 
the rcovery procedure for a loss of r en t. Sectlo 6 of tthi procedure 
provdes gudance concerning venting of M pps subseqent to loss of 
suction because of low CS wter level hm In tmodes S and . The Instructors 
are directed to discuss this section in senar fasilon and Include 
appropriate industry events (event reports are detalled aboe).  

These evnts he been addressed n the RequalificatItO Program. IWO 
Sigltficant Evet Aport (SRE) 40-3, "Loss of Residual bt Iemval Cooling 
Ournag Reactor Vessel Draindown," and LER 8-101, iich described the SQN 
event of August , i983, were addressed In wek 1 of the 194 Requallfication 
Program. Durtnl week I of the 1986 lbeuat fication Program, LE I5S-20. LC 
5-40, ad SO 85-4 ere incorporated Into a lesson plan (OPU71C ) on the 
lM system. It Motice 87-•3 will be addressed in the equalifcatlon Program 

by the end of this calendar year as directed by TVA's Chief Operator Training 
Branch.  

Other industry events were commtcated to operations persomel by Training 
Letters. SELR -23 was comnicated September 19. 19M. and SR 8-031 was 
comunicated October 21. 198. INPO O 2031 was transmitted July 31. 1967 
(this event was later addressed In I Inforation Notice 87-23).



The era tor Training Group is now t the process of revising the In lessor, 
plans to address the heatup rate subsequent to loss of Ri while the CS is 
partially dratned, to reflect the nmber of gallons raltered to change levels, 
and to incorporate the concerns of I Information Notice 87-23.  

Item 7: 

The mit 1 and unit 2 comao control room Is staffed during modes 5 and 6 as 
remoired by the technical specificatons, section 6 under shift mnna g.  
Norel plant outag scheduling would result In one unit In modes 1. 2, 3. or 4 
and the other unit in modes S or 6. The technical specification shift manning 
requirments for this situation are as follows.

Unit I MNlnlm Shift Crew Copositlon 

(Nith lnit 2 In Node 5 or 6 or Oefueled) 

luber f Indlividuls required to fill positito

Nodes 1. 2. 3 and 4 Nodes 5 and 6

None 
In 1 
26 
NOne

(With Unit 2 in Nodes 1, 2. 3. or 4)

I~lr of Indudvduali reculred to fill aosition

Modes l.2,3. d4 tpdes 5 and 6

lone 
I 
I 
None

*Individual my fill the same position on unit 2.  

'On# of the two required Individuals ay fill the same 
unit 2.

positiof on

SS - Shift supervisor with a senior reactor operator license on 
unit I 

Si0 - Individual with a senior reactor operator license on unit 
10 - Individual with a reactor operator license on unit i 
AO - Auxiliary Operator 
STA - Shift technical advisor

SS 
Sao 

1A0

lositio

SS 
SAO no 
10 
AO 
STA

- iNUMIW of Iniiul



This situaton would result n a shift technical advisor (STA) In the comon 
control room area. The STA. who Is a dreed engineer, will provide 
valuable technical knowledge concerning noral and expected responses of all 
system and components and related instrumentaton. Additionally, the 
onshift outage coordinator (senior reactor operator) is on duty 24 hours a 
day during an outage and is usually In the victatty of the control rei.  

Ite@ 8: 

SS01-8.IC and SI-74.1C, "Filling Ractor Cavity For RefuetIng, and 
50 -74.1I, "Draining Reactor Cavity After Rfuellng," all contain repeated 
notes and cautions concerning observations of iCS water level to mlnimize 
the possibility of losing suction pressure to the MR pop.  

S01X-8.IC also contains precautions statements alrting the operator to 
possible errors betwen Indicated ad true RS level 1w relying on the 
sight glass and tygo tubing.  

SOs-74.IC and -74.10 specifically state that only one RI pum should be in 
operation to itnaltze the probability of losing suction pressure.  

SOI-74.1H is written to esure that the running pp is stopped before the 
opposite train Is started. Simtlar statmentb are Iad to alert the 
operator to observe CS level as in the other 50s.  

AOI-14G. "Vnttng of M Pups After Loss of Suction Due to Low CS Mater 
Level When n odes 5 and 6." Is specifically written for recovery of the 
Ms system if pup suction is lost.  

In ode 5. the technical specificattons only require the MR pup to be in 
operation and circulating ractor coolant. A Intltum flow is not 
spec.ried. This allows the operator, based on heat load rquirements, to 
establish flow considering available suction pressure.  

During the rcovery of a untt I loss of 00 shutdown cooling event at 
Se nyah on January 21. 197, approxlately 500 gallons of RCS volume 
splled frm steam generator priary manays. An assessmnt team led by the 
Plant Oritions Review Staff (PS) was assembled to identify the facts and 
provide recomndatlons surrounding this event. In addition to this tea's 
Scope, TVA's Nclear Nanagers Review Group (Ii) investigated the event and 
documented findings to help guide managemnt response actions. The 
assessment tea's recoiendations and the NIG's findings have ben assigned 
for action to approprite organizations, and the plementation of these 
ttems s being tracked by TVA's nuclear experience review program. A copy 
of both reports has been provided In this response to Identify SO's efforts 
to prevent recurrence of a loss of RN shutdown cooling event (see 
attachnts 6 and 7).

241h
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Instrument 

emir 
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In addition to those, a direct Indication of reactor vessel core temperature 
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- - ENCLOSURE 2 

ATTSBAR UCLEAR PNT - RESPONSE TO GENERIC LETTER 87-12. LOSS OF RESIDUAL HEAT RENOVAL (RHR) WHILE THE REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) IS PARTIALLY FILLED 

W atts Bar Nuclear Plant (IBN) has been sensitive to the operational problems 
Sof the RI system for some time. Plant personnel have recognized that a large 
Snumber of Industry events were occurring Involving a loss of-the RHR system.: 
SAfter the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN) Incidents Involving a RCSIRHR spill and 
the Diablo Canyon event involving a loss of RHR. a NBN plant staff meting was 
Sheld to determine what action should be taken to preclude these type events 
-froum happening after NN receives an operating license. From the meeting it 
Swas decided that a multidisclplinary task force would be formed to look at all 
the Industry problems associated with the RPR system. The problems were 
categorized by the task force and assigned to the applicable subgroup of the 
Stask force for evaluation and resolution. This effort was begun In June 1987 
Sand subsequently Generic Letter 87-12 was sent to the Industry in July 1987.  
Since the task force was already functional, It was assigned the responsibility of preparing a response to the generic letter. Items 1-8 of 
Sthe generic letter and of this response pertain to the current RHR system.  
Item 9 of this response gives a.scopeof what the task-force Is evaluating.  
Several problem areas have been identified. The current schedule calls for 
Sthe task force to provide recommendatlons for improvement by January 1, 1988.  
SPlease note that all schedules mentioned In this report are preliminary and 
Sare not to be regarded as comItments to NRC. Nhlle the generic letter 
primarily focuses on RHR operation while the RCS Is In a partially filled 
condition, the charter of the task force Is to resolve problems with the RHR 
system In all modes of operation. This overall scope Is reflected In the 
Sresponse to Item 9.  

Item 1: 

Anticipated circumstances which would require MBN to enter Into and be brought 
through a draindown process and operated with the RCS partially filled are: 

- Failure of any of four Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) seals that would require 
repair or replacement of any portion of any seal.  

- Adjustment of any of four RCP shafts which may result In the disassembly 
of any portion of any seal, excessive leakage because of clearances, or 
remvallreplacement of RCP impeller.  

-- Process work that requires entry Into the s':am generator (SIG) primary 
side such as: 

I. Eddy current testing 
2. Steam geitrator tube heat treatment 
3. Steam generator tube plugging 
4. Steam generator primary side Inspection 
5. Placement of SIG nozzle dams in conjunction with Nos. 1-4 above.



The three categories listed above would require operation of the RCS in a 
drained-down condition with the level maintained slightly-above mid-loop 
(centerline of Reactor Pressure Vessel IRPV] nozzles). 

There is an additional possibility of being in a drained-down condition when 
the RCS level may be maintained at an increased level above midpoint such as: 

- Detensioning the RPV head for refueling 
- Maintenance work on the RCS, RPV, or Pressurizer Vessel (i.e. heaters, 

Instrumentation taps, etc.) 
- To retract and reinsert incore thimble tubes during a refueling outage.  

Regardless of the initiating condition, the actual process by which the RCS 
would be brought to-a drained-down condition is essentially the same.  

A.- The NBN Draft Technical Specifications (hereafter referred to as Tech 
Specs) limits the cooldown rate to < 1,F0/hr although the normal 
cooldown is approximately SO*F/hr. The normal cooldown from a no load 
averave RCS temperature of 557"F to the RHR cut Ii point of 350'F would 
take approximately 4 hours at 50'F/hr. The RNR system is designed to 
decrease the temperature of the RCS from 350*F to < 140'F in 16 hours 
with both loops operable.  

NBN procedures normally require at least an eight-hour soak period of the SIGs for water chemistry purposes at a temperature of 290*-310*F. Only 
the Operations Group Superintendent with permsslon of the Chemistry 
Superviso may waiver this requirement. This requirement will normally 
add 8-16 hours to the timeframe from full power to c 140'F, resulting in 
an estimated tim of 28 to 36 hours delay until dratndown is initiated.  

NON System Operating-Instruction (SOI) 68.1C procedure requires RCS 
temperature to be i 140F before beginning the draining process. While 
draining down but before going offscale on cold calibrated wide range 
pressurizer level ,-administrative controls prevent operation of the RCS 
to RNR letdown valves (FCV-74-1 and 2, or 8 and 9). These valves are 
Interlocked with RCS temperature (350*F) and pressure (380 psig). To 
place the RHR system into service, the RCS temperature and pressure must 
be below these interlock setpolnts. The RHR letdown valves will 
automatically close If-an RCS pressure signal of 687 psig is generated, 
either real or as a result of some maintenance activity (short circuit, 
calibration, etc.). When administrative controls are not in place, these 
valves are subject to closure from the aforementioned causes.  

8. There is no specified requirement for minimum S/G levels unless the SIGs 
are being used as an alternative to a second operabli RHR loop as allowed 
by Tech Specs. In this condition, there must be two S/Gs with at least 
10 percent wide-range level. See Item 3 for details of Tech Specs' 
requirements.



-C. Testing procelures that are tosatisfy surveillance requirements, J.e., 
survelllahcg Instructions (SIs), contain a-statement of conditions 
necessary t perform the test the Prerequisites and Conditions" 
section )f the test. Required cbnd.lons statements are incorporated to 
minimize Impact on equipment, compondhts, and systems. In addjtion, the 
outage coordinator, the unit supervisoor, orthe shift supervisor/shift 
engineer (SE) (all are Senior Reactor Operators [SROs]) must approve and 
coordinate, as necessary, any maintenance, testing, or operation of any 
equipment, coaponent, or systems which may impact the RCS status.  

SOperations group shift personnel are responsible and solely authorized to 
perform actual testing, valve lineups and operations, and system 
preparation such as tagging, draining, filling, and-venting, etc., on all 
systems that are Involved with operations of the unit. This allows a 
positive control by the unit and shift supervisor of day-to-day 
activities that may affect the station. This authority may be shared 
with the outage coordinator, and any-activities that may affect the RCS 
or other Involved system would require the approval of both the outage 
coordinator and the SRO/SE as deemed applicable.  

D. Restrictions regarding testing, operations, and maintenance are those 
prerequisites and conditions which must be met before performance. In 
addition, permission of the SRO or SE having control and responsibility 
of the unit Involved must be granted. The outage coordinator or SRO may 
prohibit any activities deemed advisable until such time that the unit is 
placed into a suitable configuration for the activity to be performed.  
See response to Item 3 for some specific precautions and prerequisites.  

E. Ability of RCS to withstand pressurization with the RPV head and S/G 
manways In place would not be impaired unless RCP work is in progress.  
Note that some amount of vapor may be released into containment via the 
RPV head vent and pressurizer manual vent if open. Both these vent paths 
contain a 3/8" restrictor to limit the flow. The centrifugal charging 
pumps (CCPs) would take suction from the refueling water storage tank 
(RNST), inject into the RCS, and overflow into the containment sump. If 
the CCPs were unavailable, then the safety Injection pumps (SIPs) and/or 
the cold leg accumulators (CLAs) could supply cooling water inventory 
Into the RCS until recovery of the RHR is accomplished. SIPs, CLAs and 
one CCP are normally administratively tagged "out of service" in these 
conditions for cold overpressurizatlon concerns. However, if necessary, 
they could quickly be made available provided the pumps were not-out of 
service for maintenance reasons. Gravity flow from the RHST would also 
be available, after administrative controls were cleared, provided the 
RCS pressure did not exceed the static head on the RMST which is 
approximately 28 psig.
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F. Containment integrity is not required by Tech 
Sthough the RCS may e e breached (in steamgener 
etc.). See Item No. 4 for further details.  

-G. The time required to replace the equipment hat 
become necessary. ls anticipated to be between 
S SQN's experience. The most limiting case appe 
sthe RCP motor has been removed and"is midway t 
hatch. This circumstance would require:comple 
containmdnt;or reinserting the motor skid into 
the moving equipment (skid, tracks, etc.), and 

S H. The RCS pressure boundary has no requirements 
its integrity in modes 5 and 6. The time and.l 
reestablishment would depend on the type work I 
and could vary greatly depending upon the stat'

Specs during mode 5 even 
ator manways, RCP seals, 

ch, should replacement 
1 and 2.5 hours based on 

ars to be an event in which 
hrough the equipment 
ting the removal from 
containment, removal of 
closure of the hatch.  

pertinent to reestablishing 
process for its 
being done on the system 
us of this maintenance.

Item 2: 

The matrix in attachment I describes Instrumentation and other indicating 
devices currently available to the operator to monitor the thermal and 
hydraulic aspects of the RCS. Annunciated alarms available in the Control 
Room are also listed which aid the operator in maintaining control and 
indicate system status. (Fuel has not been loaded at Natts Bar uniil or unit 
2. The RHR system has not been demonstrated under conditions of decay heat 
generation.) Additionally, the following indications are also available in 
the Control Room.  

1. RCS water level is monitored by using a temporary tygon hose level gauge 
with remote monitoring by the use of a closed circuit television system.  
There are no annunciated alarms associated with this system.  

2. Reactor Vessel Level Indicating System (RVLIS).  

3. Plant process computer with digital display and trending capability'for 
selected instrumentation which provides indication of RCS temperature and 
pressure.  

The installation of the temporary water level indicating tygon hose assembly 
has-historically included the hose attachment at the Installed connection at 
RCS Loop-1 Drain Valve 68-551. The hose Is temporarily supported to an 
elevation representative of RCS water level while drained to the midloop 
condition. Quality assurance provisions for installation have heretofore been 
delegated to installing craft observations and checks. 01 68.1 verifies valve 
lineups for placing the tygon level indicating hose in and out of service.  
This operating instruction also specifies the water level to be maintained 
during midloop operation.

P ~
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Mode 6 requires that with the water level less than 23 feet above the top of 
the reactor vessel flange, two independent RHR loops shall be operable and at 
least one RHR loop shall be in operation. One RHR pump ay be removed from 
operation one hour every'eight-hour period during core alterations. In 
addition, only one CCP is required operable by the Tech Specs. Therefore, as 
in mode 5, the RHR pumps and one CCP are available at all times to provide 
water to the RCS.  

Item 4: 

There are no specified requirements for containment integrity when in a 
partially filled condition in mode 5. Primary containment integrity is only 
required by Tech Specs for modes 1-4 and in mode 6 whenever there are core 
alterations or movement of Irradiated fuel within containment. Generally, the 
equipment hatch is left open in mode 5 conditions to allow outage equipment to 
be moved in and out in a timely manner. The personnel hatches are normally 
used in their isolation mode, but they may have both doors open during heavy 
traffic periods. Closing the equipment hatches and personnel airlocks should 
return the isolation system to operable. There is continuous air sampling in 
containment that would detect an increase in radiation level to allow the 
operators to take appropriate action Also, the equipment hatch opens up to 
the Auxiliary Building which has air cleanup available at all times when 
irradiated fuel is in the storage pool via the Auxiliary Building Gas 
Treatment System.

_~__.._. ___.____
- 7: ~ -

Two Celtrifugal Charging Pumps EWCP) 
One Positive Displacement Pump (POP)--not a safety-related pump 
Two Safety Injection Pumps (SIP) 
Two Residual Heat Removal Pumps (RHR) 

MBN procedures require operability of only those pumps that are required by 
Tech Specs. Therefore, the following is an evaluation of HBN Tech'Specs.  
Mode C operational pump requirements vary depending on whether the RCS loops 
are filled. ithi-RCS loops filled, at least one RHR loop shall be operable: 
-ndin operation, and either one additional RHR loop operable or the secondary 
side water level of at least two SIGs shall be greater than 10 percent 
wide-range Indication. Hith ti~ RCS loops not filled, two RHR loops shall be 
operable and at least one RHR loop shall be In operation. For either case, 
one RHR loop may be Inoperable up to-two hours for surveillance testing 
provided the other-loop is operable and In operation. In addition, the RHR 
loop in operation may be deenerglzed for up to one hour provided that no 
operations are permitted that would cause RCS dilution and core outlet 
temperature is maintained at least o10F below saturation temperature. The 
only other pump required to be operable is one CCP. Two SIPs, one CCP, and 
the POP are administratively tagged for cold overpressurization 
considerations. These pumps are taken out of service using administrative 
hold orders, but they could quickly be returned to service (unless they were 
undergoing maintenance that would prohibit their operation) if conditions 
warranted their use. Therefore, as presently established by WBN instructions, 
the RHR pump(s) and one CCP are ?vailable at all times to provide water to 
RCS.  

t
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ILtem 5: 
.- 'The procedures in the control room which describe operation while the RCS Is 

partially filled are as follows: 

I A. SOI 68.1C; "Draining RCS" 

-- B.- SOI 74.1H. "Swapping RHR Pumps with RCS Drained to the Hot Legs" 

C. Abnormal Operation Instruction (AOI) 14, "Loss of RHR Shutdown Cooling" 

SSOI 68.1C begins with prerequisites Including Items to ensure that RCS 
0• temperature Is less than 140"F; the RCS boron concentration Is at cold 
: shutdown or refueling condition as applicable; and that only one RHR loop Is 
i n service. Next, precautions are given Including one stating that 
Sthe temporary level Indication accuracy is dependent on RCS head vent 
Sposition, and one stating that communications should be maintained by 
personnel performing the Instruction. Following the prerequisites and 
precautions are the Instructions for RCS draining. If draindown is going to 
Sbe partial (water level above RCS hot leg), then nitrogen (Na) at 0.5 psig 
is maintained on pressurizer by use of the pressurizer relief tank (PRT) N2 
.supply. Once temporary level. indication is operable and communications 
Sestablished between the control room and temporary level indication area, then 
charging flow is decreased below letdown flow to start RCS draining. Prior to 
the pressurizer level decreasing offscale on the cold calibrated wide-range 
)ressurizer level Indication, it Is verified that only one RHR loop its in 
Soperation and that RCS to RHR supply valves power supply air circuit breakers 
(ACB) are lockedtout.  

Hhen Indicated level Is below the vessel head as Indicated by pressurizer 
level, then RCS head vent valves to PRT are opened. As the water level 
decreases to-the top of the RCS hot legs, elevation 719 feet, draindown Is 
stopped. If dralndown is to continue, then the N2 supply to the PRT (if in 
service) Is stopped and the head vent valve Is opened to containment 
atmosphere. At this point caution Is given not to drain below elevation 718 
feet 6 Inches. A note states to perform more frequent RHR pump checks for 
Indication of pump cavitation (e.g., pump vibration, erratic amps, discharge 
pressure swings, etc.).  

SOI-74.1H Is to prevent losing RHR pump suction In the event that RHR pumps 
need to be swapped for normal operations. After stopping the operating pump, 
the opposite pump Is started.  

AOI-14 Is written to mitigate loss of RHR and.if necessary establish alternate 
means of cooling the RCS when the RCS Is not breached (S/G primary side manway 
covers not removed).  

The analytic bases for the initial development of these Instructions were the 
Westlnghouse (M) generic Instructions/specifications. The RHR events at other 
nuclear plants were reviewed for applicability to NBN and necessary 
Instruction changes made in orddr to minimize the possibility of losing RHR.
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From this analytical basis, procedural guidance was given to the timing of 
various operations. These include: 

Having RCS temperature < 140*F before initiating draindown. As a minimum 
this would require approximately 20 hours, but because of S/C soak 
criteria (may be waived by Operations Group Supervisor) the estimated 
time would be approximately 28 hours. This temperature gives margin to 
allow operator action to reestablish RHR cooling or provide alternate RCS 
-cooling in the event of loss of RHR cooling (see item 1). Decay heat 
load at this time is approximately 1 percent of rated thermal power.  

Before draindown it is a prerequisite to have" only one RHR pump 
operating. This minimizes the possibility of vortexing when at midloop 
level. In addition to this, there is an instruction step to verify that 
one RHR-pump is stopped and to remove the power to the RCS to RHR supply 
valve before decreasing the RCS level below the wide range pressurizer 
level indication.  

Instruction is given to vent reactor vessel head before decreasing water 
level below the hot leg elevation to ensure that the temporary level 
indication is showing the correct level in the reactor vessel.  

During draindown and during operation in a draindown condition, operation 
with two RHR pumps is not allowed. SOI 74.1H ensures-that the operating 
pump is stopped before starting the second pump. This minimizes the 
possibility of losing the second RHR pump because of' vortexing.  

Instrumentation during draindown consists of pressurizer level indication 
with readout and annunciation In the control room. SO 68.lC requires 
temporary level indication to be installed with constant monitoring.  
There are no alarms or annunciations associated with the temporary level 
indication or for midloop monitoring.  

Appropriate cautions and warnings are stated throughout these 
instructions as precautions, cautions, and notes. A precaution in 
SOI-68.1C states that the level indicated by the temporary level 
indicator will not give a true indication of pressurizer water level with 
the pressurizer pressurized from the PRT. It also states that "once the 
vessel vent valves 68-500 and 603 are-open, the temporary indicator will 
give an accurate vessel level but not pressurizer level." It is 
precaution that close communications should be maintained between 
personnel performing-this instruction.  

Once the water level reaches the top of the hot leg, there is a caution 
stating, "Do not drain below 718 feet 6 inches with RHR pump running.  
Final drained level should be 718 feet 6 inches to 719 feet." A note at 
this point has been added stating to increase frequency *f RHR pump 
checks for possible indications of pump cavitation (e.g., pump vibration, 
erratic amps, discharge pressure swings, etc.) when RCS water level is 
less than 719 feet.  

The critical parameters in the draindown conditions are primarily loss of 
OHR due to closure of the RCS to RHR supply valves (only applicable in



early stages of draindown before power supply isolated). inadequate level for 
.RHR pump suction causing vortexing and air entrainment, and RHR pump-flow 
-being too great therefore creating a situation for vortexing when in actuality 
-a lower flow is adequate for decay heat removal. Loss of RHR because of 
closure of RCS to RHR supply valves is eliminated with power removal to the 
valves. This takes place before going offscale on pressurizer level which Is 
Sabove the top of the hot legs. Pump flow being too great for level is 
" minimized by requiring that only one RHR pump is in operation. The minimum 
water level allowed by the RCS draining Instruction of 718 feet 6 Inches 
should preclude vortexing and cavitation of the pump.  

Operations control and communications requirements regarding operations that 
may perturb Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS), Including restrictions upon 
testing, maintenance, and coordination of operations that could upset the 
condition of the NSSS, are the responsibilities of the outage coorc-'ator, the 
SRO, or the SE and is not specifically addressed in the SOIs. (See -ponse 
to item 1.) 

Response to loss of RHR, Including regaining control of RCS heat removal and 
operations Involving the NSSS if RHR cannot be restored, is performed by 
AOI-14 for situations other than if In midloop operation when RCS Is 
breached. The discussion section in this AOI addresses the fact that severity 
of loss of RHR heat removal Is dependent on power history, plant shutdown, and 
RCS temperature at time of RHR loss. However, no quantitative Information is 
given on times to boiling or time to core damage.  

Control of effluent from containment, if containment was not i&olated at the 
time of loss of RHR, will be controlled by the use of AOI-31, "Abnormal 
Releases of Radioactive Materials." Under this Instruction, the unit operator 
uses the, plant public-address system to announce the location and severity of 
the hazard and to Instruct employees in the affected areas to proceed to a 
safe area. If the Reactor Building is open to the Auxiliary Building, the 
Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment System would be used to clean up the air 
before Its release to the environment.  

Item 6: 

The Nuclear Operator Training Program serves to train student operators with 
little or no power plant experience to assume the duties of the position of 
Assistant Unit Operator (nonllcensed equipment operator). The RHR lesson plan 
was revised to reinforce early In operator training precautions concerning 
operations while the RCS Is drained.  

Reference to NRC IE Information Notice 86-101, "Loss of Decay Heat Rer.oval Due 
to Loss of Fluid Lev-ls In the Reactor Coolant System," was added to lesson 
plan OPN017.023, "Residual Heat Removal System." This lesson plan provides 
the initial training on the RHR system to student operators who will be 
assigned to TVA's pressurized water reactor plants. The following statement 
was added to this lesson plan: "During the draining process, caution must be 
observed to prevent losing R,,R suction. An Inaccurate sightglass reading or 
an inc.-ease in pump flow can cause vortexing of the RHR suction creating air 
binding in the pump."



-Existing procedures do not specifically address recovery from loss of RHR 
during partial level RCS operations; therefore, simulator performance-based 
training also does not include recovery from loss of decay heat removal 
exercises specific to partial level RHR operations. An RHR task force was 
assembled at Natts Bar to identify and propose solutions to the problems 
associat4d with operations of the RCS under partially filled conditions. The 
Operator Training Group was represented on the task force and will provide 
training to licensed operators on any new procedures developed or haroware 
changes made related to the task force findings.  

The subject of operations with the RCS partially filled is included in 
existing training in the form of lessons learned from industry events. The 
following summarizes the training performed since January 1, 1986, in the form 
of industry events.  

Assistant Unit Operator Requalification Training Program

Event Report Identification Lesson Plan or Newsletter Identification

SOER 85-4 

SQN LER 87-12 

SON LER 87-13 

OE-1971 

SER 86-35 

SER 86-17 

IE Notice 86-101 

SQN Spill (02/02/87)

OPN322C045 

OPN322C068 

OPN322C068 

OPN322C068 

OPN322C068 

OPN322C068 

NL 87-02

NL 87-02
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cation Program (Licensed Personnel)

Event Report Identification Lesson Plan or Newsletter Identification 

IE Notice 86-101 NL 87-02 

IE Notice 87-23 Requal. 0687 (planned) 

OE 1971 OPL374C791 : 

OE 2031 NL 87-06 

SER 86-17 0PL374C755 

SER 86-31 OPL373C632 

SER 86-35 OPL374C755, NL 87-01 

SOER 85-4 OPL374C755, NL 87-01 

SQN LER 85-40 OPL374C755, NL 86-01 

SQN LER 87-12 OPL374C791 

SQN.LER 87-13 OPL374C791 

SQN Spill (02/02/87) NL 87-02 

SQN PRO-1-85-318 NL 86-12 

TVA's Nuclear Manager's Review Group report on the first two SQN spills of 
1987 was given to each licensed operator.

catio .......... (Lcese Personnel)-
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W : BN-bas-made provisions to ensure that each operating shtft will be manned 
w• ith-at least one previously experienced Individual who will act aS-Shl-ft--

- Operating Advisor. These Individuals have extensive operating backgroundfid-i'^n 
each has an SRO license. Several were previously licensed as res _,t 
Soperators at other plants. The Shift Operating Advisors will provide valuable 

- knowledge concerning normal and expected responses of all systems and 
components and related Instrumentation.  

Item8: 8 

The requirements Implemented while the RCS Is partially filled in addition to 
the requirements used Itn other mode S operations are as follows.  

- /•A. Repeated cautions and notes concerning RCS level and RHR pump operation.  
SB. Requirement of only oneAHR pump in operation at any time Including 

Sswapping for one train to the other.  
C. Lockout of RCS to RHR supply valves by removing power to the ACBs.  
0. Monitoring of RHR pump parameters (amps, flows, pressure) is Increased.  
E. Monitoring of RCS Inventory Is also Increased.  

In mode 5 the Tech Specs only require the RHR pump to be In operation and 
circulating reactor coolant. A minimum flow Is not required. This would 
allow the operators to use judgment In establishing a flow rate based on 

. . conditions present.  

Item 9: 

The following list is the scope of the evaluation effort to be performed by 
the KBN RHR task force.  

1.0 Instrumentation 

1.1 Level Indication 

As Industry experience Indicates, the existing tygon hose level 
indicating systems have not been completely reliable. Functional 
requirements and alternative systems which provide redundancy, alarm 
and trending capability will be evaluated.  

1.2 RHR Suction Valve Interlocks, 

Suction valve Interlocks may Inadvertently Isolate the RHR pump 
suction for various reasons. Removal of these interlocks may be 
justified if analyses Indicate that adequate RHR overpressure 
protection is provided by other means. Near-term results expected 
from the Westinghouse Owner's Group will be reviewed and actions 
taken, as appropriate.
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1.3 Core Exit Temperature 

__Capability to continuously monitor the core temperature is needed, --- •- - piftdcu4la~-in cases where the RHR system is isolated, in which 
-u RN -sylHem-are- otavail able.  

1.4 RHR Pump Instrumentation 

The adequacy of RHR pump instrumentation for monitoring flow, 
temperature, and pressure parameterdwill be evaluated.  

1.5 'ST Isolation Valve Control Logic 

Controls for the RNST isolation valve will be evaluated to determine 
desirability to use this valve for controlled makeup to the RCS when 
the RCS is vented to the atmosphere. Currently, the valve can only 
be stroked to a fully open or fully closed position. The ability to 
partially open this valve could provide a valuable controlled source 
of borated water during a loss of RHR event.  

2.0 Mechanical 

2.1 Hydraulics 

The RCS hydraulics will be evaluated to verify parameters associated 
with RHR system operation in various modes and configuration, 
including requirements for net positive suction head.  

2.2 Nozzle Dams 

Nozzle dams ire a valuable tool to use-when parallel efforts are 
underway on the steam generators and for refueling. The criteria 
for their use at HBN will be evaluated including considerations for 
ALARA.  

2.3 Pump Vortexing/Cavitation 

Plant configurations during modes 4/5 RHR operation will be 
evaluated to determine situations which may lead to pump vorta' 
or cavitation.  

2.4 Pump Venting 

The specific pump designs will be evaluated to determine appropriate 
measures which are to be tar.en to recover RHR pumps from a loss of 
suction or alrbound condition.
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_ 3.0 Operator Aids 

frmfatiofn available to the control room operators is considered to be 
exic . aiv-emportant in dealing with abnormal 'vents. Several specific 
areas to be e.; t'd&r~ats follows.  

3.1 "As Constructed" Elevation uz-l~ 

A-.- ccurate elevations of the key ICS componets.:-(S imanways. Hot 
L• -gs RHR pump suctions, etc.) necessary for op iTr&?-sL er-sonnel 
• 4 se ~ystems-procedures and to control levels for planir•iittns 
-riqutriing~Iraindown will be evaluated.  

3.2 Time Margin For Recovry:

For abnormal events leading- to-~ ss of-RHR. the teie available for 
.recovery before "bulk boiling" or "u.-icvering th ore" should be 
evaluated and provided to the operators. thi graphs- raformation 
developed will be based on core designs, burnupandtije-sTc
plant shutdown.  

3.3 RCS Volume vs Level 

Graphs providing the water volume per inch of the RCS may be 
valuable for operator inventory control helping to determine the 
volume to charge or let down to maintain specific levels. The need 
will be evaluated.  

4.0 Procedures 

The extent and adequacy of procedures for operation of the RCS while 
partially filled will be evaluated. All normal operating procedures will 
be addressed as well as procedures for abnormal or emergency conditions.  

5.0 Administrative/Technical Specifications 

The adequacy of technical specifications and administrative policies 
related to containment integrity, equipment availability, and outage 
planning will be evaluated. The specific task areas are: 

5.1 Technical Specifications 

5.2 Containment Integrity 

5.3 Outage Planning, Coordinatioi, Communication

5.4 Modes 4/5 RHR Availability (1 vs 2 trains)
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6.0 Training 

The adequacy of existing training and additional training needs will be 
addressed, both for operations and other station personnel (e.g.  
maintenance).  

6.1 Normal Operations 

6.2 Loss of RHR
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ENCLOSURE 3 

BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR PLANT - RESPONSE TO GENERIC LETTER 87-12, LOSS OF RESIDUAL 
9'FAT REMOVAL (RHR) WHILE THE REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) IS PARTIALLY FILLED 

Below *'s TVA's response for Bellefonte Nuclear Plant (BUN). As Indicated in 
the respnnse, a definitive description of the operation of the plant during 
the approach to a partially filled RCS condition and during operation with a 
partially filled RCS Is not available at this tim. Since BIN is not a 
near-term operating license facility, its operating procedures and other 
administrative controls for operation have not been significantly developed.  
TVA believes the Intent of the generic letter Is togather information on 
operating experience to assess the quality of operation during this condition 
for the purpose of future regulatory requirements or guidance to enhance 
operational safety. Consequently, we have chosen to provide NRC wtth only finalized design information and to avoid speculation on the contents of 
future procedures, requirements, and design modifications. TVA does not plan 
on providing additional information at a later date pursuant to the generic letter, but will address any open Issue concerning the RMR system as a part of 
the licensing process for BLN.  

Item 1: 

At this tim, TVA has not developed operating procedures or maintenance procedures for BIN and has not yet determined all of the circumstances during 
which the plant would be brought through a draindown process. Therefore, we 
are unable to respond to this question.  

Item 2: 

TVA plans to Install. before fuel load, all instrumentation and alarms needed 
for monitoring thermal and hydraulic parameters of the NSSS, with respect to 
the RCS when partially filled. When BLN operating procedures are In place.  
TVA will be better able to determine what temporary connections, piping, and 
Instrumentation will be used in the RCS during the partially filled condition.  

Item 3: 

Both decay heat removal (DNR) pumps, one boric acid pump, one distillate 
transfer pump and one spent fuel cooling pump will be operable with a 
partially filled system. All of these pumps can be aligned to restore the 
NSSS Inventory. Also a motor-operated valve on the suction of the D0R pumps 
can be opened and water can gravity flow from the Sorated Water Storage Tank 
(BMST) to the vessel.  

TW plans to follow the Babcock and Wilcox (M) standardized technical 
specifications. Any changes will be submitted for NRC approval before fuel 
load.
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Item 4: 

BLN technical specifications and operating procedures have not been finalized 
Sat this time, and TVA has not determined what containment closure conditions 
could exist during partially filled RCS operations.  

Item 5: 

At this time. TVA has not developed the BLU operating procedures which vili 
describe how the RCS will be drained down to a partially filled condition.  

Item 6: 

The Nuclear Operator Training Program serves to train student operators with 
little or no power plant experience to assume the duties of the position of 
Assistant Unit Operator (nonlicensed equipment operator). The RNR lesson plan 
was revised to reinforce early in operator training precautions concerning 
operations while the ACS is drained.  

Reference to NAC IE Information Notice 86-101 "tLoss of Decay heat Removal Due 
to Loss of Fluid Levels in the Reactor Coolant System." was added to lesson 
plan OPN017.023, "Residual Heat Remov l System." This lesson plan provides 
the Initial training on the RHR system to student operators who will be 
assigned to TVA's pressurized water reactor plants. The following statement 
was added to this lesson plan: "During the draining process, caution must be 
observed to prevent losing RNR suction. An Inaccurate sight glass reading or 
an increase In pump flow can cause vortexing of the RR suction creating air 
binding in the pump." 

Licensed operator training at 8LN is just now being organized The IUN Owners 
Group is studying the subject issue, and recomendations concerning training 
to itt4gate tuch events will be reviewed and incorporated Into the BLN 
training program as appropriate to the design of BLN before startup. Industry 
event reports "oncerning these Issues have been sent to the TVA training 
organization for Incorporation into future lesson plans.  

Item 7: 

Since SLN operating Instructions have not been developed to date. we are 
unable to determine what additional personnel will be assigned to assist the operators or what additional resources will be available.  

A comparison of the requirmeits that would be implemented while the ACS is partially filled and the requtrements used In other mode 5 operations (without 
technical specifications or operating procedures in place) would be 
impractical at this time.  

Item 9: 

Consideration and implementation of changes %o 8LN programs will be made at 
the appropriate time based upon the BLN fuel load schedule.
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